
Brain in 
Gear: 

Quick 6!

1 How can a Christian choose to worship God and why do they worship in 
this way?

2 Why are some Muslims for Capital punishment?

3 Why are some Muslims against Capital punishment? 

4 Why do Muslims believe they should forgive others?

5 What is the main aim for retribution?

6 Why do Roman Catholics not accept divorce? 



Learning Focus:
To understand that sacrifice is an important part of life.

Learning Outcomes

Give the definition of the word sacrifice and provide examples.

Explain different types of sacrifices that people make and why they make 
them.

Explain an example of sacrifice and the impact that sacrifice has on 
peoples lives

Discuss sacrifices that people make now and make links to sacrifices
within Christianity

Sacrifice
Tuesday, 15 September 2020



Name all the different 
forms of sacrifice an 
individual could make Food

Sacrifice
Giving up something of value and doing selfless 

good deeds for others



Name three things you believe you have 
sacrificed this year, so far. 



Complete the 
worksheet for your 
learning outcome 

colour.

Complete your 
sheet.

Be prepared to then 
summarise what 

sacrifice was made 
in your example. 



Identify the 5 most important parts of this story, summarising the message of the story. 

Describe why the young boy offered his own life.

Explain why you think sacrifice is/isn’t important to have in the world.

Name one advantage of everyone putting into practise the message of this story.

In a small village near Sarajevo, mortar bombs hit an orphanage. Three aid workers were killed and several children were seriously wounded, including one 
10-year-old girl. 
There was no medical help available until a doctor and a nurse arrived from a neighbouring village, with nothing but their medical kits. The girl was the 
most seriously injured, and without quick action she would die from loss of blood.
In a mixture of local language, French and impromptu sign language, the doctor and nurse explained the situation to the children and asked if anyone 
would be willing to give blood to help. After several long moments, a small hand went up, dropped back down and then went up again. “Thank you” said 
the nurse. “What is your name?” “Serge” came the reply.
Serge lay stiff and silent as the needle was inserted and the transfusion began. After a while he gave a sob, then another, then finally cried silently, his eyes 
tightly shut and his fist in his mouth to stifle the sobs. The medical team became concerned, but when they asked, ‘Is it hurting?’ Serge just shook his head 
and went on crying.
Just then a Yugoslavian arrived. She spoke to the little boy in his own language and listened to his reply. As she continued to speak gently to him, he 
stopped crying and looked at her first in wonder and then in relief.
The nurse said to the medical team, “He thought that you had asked him to give all of his blood so that the little girl could live”.
“But why would he be willing to do that?” asked the doctor
The nurse repeated the question to the boy “She’s my friend” he said.



What risks did Glenda make in order to make her sacrifice? 

Describe how both Lorraine and Glenda’s lives will be impacted by this sacrifice?

Do you think this is a sacrifice that everyone is capable of making, why/ why not?

How does this sacrifice link to the story of the Good Samaritan of ‘love thy neighbour’? 

A chance meeting at a retreat gave a Detroit woman 
something she had sought for years, a new kidney. 49 
year-old Lorraine Lamb had been on dialysis for six 
years. Although all three of her children had been 
tested for compatibility for donating, none of them had 
been able to help their mother. Lamb had resigned 
herself to a life on dialysis, which cleaned her blood but 
left her exhausted and demoralized.
Glenda McCloskey came to the retreat to meet her 
sister, but her trip changed when she happened to 
meet Lamb and hear her story. McCloskey said, "I was 
just amazed at how different her life would be if she 
had a kidney, so I thought, 'I'll give her one.' It seemed a 
small thing to make a big difference in someone's life."
Tests confirmed that McCloskey was a match, so she 
went through with the procedure to give a kidney to 
Lamb. Afterwards Lamb said, "It was kind and 
wonderful. What else would a Christian do, but I didn't 
think she understood the depths of what she was 
offering."
McCloskey's family was not concerned about her 
decision to help another. McCloskey said, that her 
family was used to her little adventures. Afterwards, 
McCloskey added, "This has all been very rewarding. 
There's no better feeling than knowing you can help 
someone else. That's what life's about."



What sacrifices were made?

Describe why they made those sacrifices?

What was the impact of their sacrifice? Do you think it was worth it, why/why not?

How might this story of sacrifice link to the Christian concept of stewardship?

The siege of Leningrad saw millions starve to death. 1941 Russian 
botanist Nikolai Vavilov had created the largest seed bank in the 
world, a collection of 400,000 seeds, roots, and fruits whose 
genetic material held the future of Soviet agriculture. 
Unfortunately it was located in Leningrad, which Hitler encircled 
that summer and began to starve.
The siege of Leningrad lasted two years and cost more than a 
million lives, and Vavilov’s scientists endured it surrounded by 
edible plants. “As they slowly starved, they refused to eat from any 
of their collection containers of rice, peas, corn and wheat,” two 
survivors remembered in 1993. “They chose torment and death in 
order to preserve Vavilov’s gene bank.”
The collection filled 16 rooms, in which no one was allowed to 
remain alone. Workers stored potatoes in the basement and 
guarded them in shifts, “numb with cold and emaciated from 
hunger.” Botanist Dmitri Ivanov died preserving thousands of 
packets of rice. In all, twelve scientists and workers chose to die of 
starvation rather than eat the plants. Crippled with hunger, 
scientists and guards died at their posts. 
Peanut specialist, Alexander Stchukin died at his work station, 
protecting tonnes of food that could easily have saved his and his 
fellow workers lives. Vavilov himself died in a labor camp in 1943, 
but today his bank is the largest collection of fruits and berries in 
the world. They chose to starve, ensuring that future generations 
of Russians would be able to eat.



Why is this called the ultimate sacrifice?

Why would someone choose to make this type of sacrifice? What’s its impact?

What examples in Christianity can you find where similar sacrifices have been made?

Evaluate the impact of the sacrifice using 2xPEAK paragraphs 

One day an 11 year old girl asked her daddy, ”what are you 
going to get me for my 15th birthday ?”
Her father replied, ”Please wait, there is much time left.”
When the girl was 14 years old, she fainted and was rushed to 
the hospital. The doctor came out and told her dad that she had 
a bad heart and that she was probably going to die.
When she was lying in the hospital bed, she said softly, “daddy… 
have they told you that I am going to die?” The father replied; 
“no, you are going to live” as he left her room weeping.
She asked, “how can you be so sure daddy?” He turned around 
from the door and said” because…I know.”
A short time later she turned 15. After she was released from 
the hospital and recovering she came home to find a letter on 
her bed which read…”My dearest daughter, if you are reading 
this letter it means that everything went well, just as I told you 
it would. A little while ago you asked me what I was going to 
give you for your 15th birthday. I didn’t know then, but my 
present to you was MY HEART.”
Her Father had Donated His Heart!
“Greater love hath no man than this…that a man lay down his 
life for his friends.”



Sacrifice –giving up something of value and doing selfless good deeds 
for others

Name all the different 
forms of sacrifice an 
individual could make 

Money, 
charity

Food

What sacrifices 
are made in 
Christianity? 

Lent

Harvest

Christian Aid

CAFOD

Tearfund



Explain two reasons why sacrifice is important 
to a Christian

One reason why sacrifice is important is… because… 

Another reason why sacrifice is important is… because… 



Learning Focus:
To understand that sacrifice is an important part of life.

Learning Outcomes

Give the definition of the word sacrifice and examples.

Explain different types of sacrifices that people make and why they make 
them.

Explain an example of sacrifice and the impact that sacrifices have on 
peoples lives

Discuss sacrifices that people make now and make links to sacrifices
within Christianity

Sacrifice
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